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INTRODUCTION
Coal River flows south to join the Lid
River
approximately 150 kilotnetres east of Watson Lake and
40 kilometres south of the Yukon border (Pigore 1).
The area has subdued topography and elevations range
from about 550 to 600 metres. The river crosses the
Alaska Highway at kilometre 858. Coal was first
reported in the area by McConnell (1891). At the
mouth of Coal River, he found lignite boulders which
he doscribes as being of inferior quality, and spent part
of a day traversi,ng up the river to try and find the
source. A walk of several miles tiled to locate it. He
describes Coal River as a “small clear stream about
100 feet wide”. The author prefers to describe it as a
fast-flowing river, 100 metres wide, which he traversed
in a jet boat. McConnell also mentions lignite in an
unnamed creek which enters the Liard from the sooth
and is 11 kilometres beyond (west?) of Hyland River.
McCoonell’s account is repeated by Dowling (1915)
who did not visit the location and provides no
additional data.

Figure 1. Laation map for Coal River
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The source of the lignite was located by Williams
and DeLeen prior to 1944 (:Williams, 11844) about 10
kilometres (6 miles) as the crow flies up river from the
Alaska Highway. At about the same time, c~xs
building the Alaska Highway were using li#;nite
boulders, washed down from the outcrop, for he&Q in
an army camp. Williams found an outtrop of fiileeo
feet (4.6 metres) of lignite dipping to th: southwest at
about 25’ on the west bank of the river. He states :&a
“the foohvall is not visible”. Part of the: seam war on
fire and he describes fool smelling gases and the
presence of tar at the sor&e. The bwning area is
described as small. He quoted local reports that led him
to believe that the lignite extendetl for sexad
kilometres up river to a falls, but he gave no estimate of
the resource. He anal@
a sample of 1he lignite and
also mentioned the extensive deposits of ,white clay ,&at
outcrop on the west side of the river (photo 1). A test of
the clay indicated a cream to grey colo~ur after li::il:,
but no mineral analysis was made.
MacKay (1947) mentions Coal River in a table and
assigns it a possible mineable tonnage of 5 million
tonnes based on an assumed aereal exten:: of 0.5 rqwe
miles. This assmnption is very conwvative when
compared to the present mapping.
A partial map of the area published by McLeatn
and Kindle (1950) who outlined an area of about 50
square kilometres possibly underlain by Terttiy
lignite-bearing sediments. The area wls mappel. in
1958 and 1960 by Hugh Gabrielse (1962) who rn?ppd
a small area of Tertiary lignite-bearing sediments an
Coal River but found no other occurrences in the
general vicinity. The area to the north, in the Yukool~
was mapped by Douglas and Mac:Lean (:1963).
According to Campbell (1967) there is the potential for
coal in the Watson Lake - Hyland Riwr area but ED
potential along Coal River in the Yukon. Since I%2
there has been little mapping activity in tile area
No map has been found which locate ; McCoruxll ‘s
second lignite outcrop near Hyland River to the west.
There is a mention of coal in TaGno Creek 10
kilometres east of Hyland River in Hughes and Long
(1979). They also mention Coal River in ,t discussion of
Early Tertiary coal deposits i,tt the Tintitw Trench.

